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ABSTRACT. Photonic integrated circuits (PICs) have attracted great attention as promising plat-
forms for high-data-rate communications and high-performance computing. For the
PICs, photonic devices with compatible materials, compact footprint, high-perfor-
mance, and sophisticated functionalities are necessary building blocks. Design
optimization to implement such devices for target applications and requirements
are of critical importance. In this respect, inverse design methods, including iterative
optimizations and deep neural networks, have demonstrated significant advantages
over the traditional simulation-based trial-and-error optimization approach. We pro-
vide an overview of the recent progress on the inverse designs for the integrated
photonic devices. The principles and procedure of the inverse design methods are
presented and discussed, followed by a summary of the methods employed for spe-
cific integrated photonic devices in different integrated photonics material platforms.
Finally, topics of future applications and fabrication constraints for the inverse design
methods are discussed.
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1 Introduction
The concept of photonic integration was first proposed in 1969, with the anticipation that its
realization would yield economic benefits.1 In recent years, CMOS technology has significantly
enhanced the capabilities of photonic integration, fulfilling expectations. Photonic integrated
circuits (PICs) have already played a significant role in telecom,2 data centers,3 and light
detection and ranging.4 Moreover, they are demonstrating immense potential value in high-
performance computing (HPC),5 biomedical sensing,6 optical coherence tomography,7 and other
applications. Various photonic integration platforms based on different materials have emerged
and achieved notable success in industrial applications, including silicon on insulator (SOI),
lithium niobate on insulator (LNOI), silicon nitride (SiN), and SiO2 planar lightwave circuit.
A wide range of integrated photonic devices on different platforms have been designed and
demonstrated, resulting in the formation of PICs with diverse performance capabilities.

Traditional designs of integrated photonic devices based on trial and error and parameter
sweeping have been well-established. Generally, this approach always starts from a priori model
calculated by numerical simulation algorithms such as finite-element method (FEM), finite-
difference time-domain method, eigenmode expansion method, and rigorous coupled wave
analysis. However, parameter sweeping is inefficient and lack of sufficient design degrees of
freedom (DOF) which cannot meet the increasing demand for high-density integration and
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low-loss transmission. To accelerate the design process and explore device performances, various
inverse design methods have been proposed.8–11 Among these approaches, iterative optimization
method and deep neural networks (DNN) emerge as two distinct categories of inverse design
methods, each offering unique advantages and applicability. The iterative optimization method
comprises global optimization algorithms, such as genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm opti-
mization (PSO), and direct binary search (DBS), as well as a local gradient-based method, such
as the topology optimization (TO) method are also developed and demonstrated. These methods
offer diverse searching strategies to achieve well-performing device structures more efficiently
compared to traditional design methods. GA employs a searching strategy mimicking the bio-
logical evolution, while PSO conducts a strategy of group forage.12,13 Both methods are suitable
for the inverse design of traditional empirical devices with limited DOF. DBS method for QR-
code structure expands the design freedom to hundreds of degrees by segmenting the design area
into hundreds of pixels.14,15 The refractive index of each pixel can be alternated between two
different materials, such as Si and SiO2 for silicon photonic devices. Superior structures can be
found by DBS, yet brute-force search algorithms are tedious and time-consuming. To further
expand DOF and improve inverse design efficiency, gradient-based TO methods are used to
produce irregular structures.16 In this scheme, the optimization of material permittivity distribu-
tion within the design area, which is subdivided into smaller structural units, is performed using a
gradient decent algorithm. The adjoint method,17 alternating direction method of multipliers opti-
mization algorithm,18,19 and linear programming20 are employed to calculate the shape gradient at
each unit. Then, the permittivity in the design area is updated towards the direction of total gra-
dient decent. The TO method, while leveraging the symmetry of Green’s function to improve the
efficiency of optimization process is limited by its high sensitivity to the initial designed
structures.

In addition to iterative optimization method, DNN has also become a powerful tool for
inverse design of integrated photonic devices. As a booming technology, DNNs have led to para-
digm shift in many applications, including computer vision, image and speech recognition and
nanophotonic device design.21–23 DNN establishes connections between device structures and the
optical responses using training data set consisting of data features and labels. By employing
forward networks, the optical response of integrated photonic devices can be accurately pre-
dicted, serving as a high-efficient approximation of numerical simulation in iterative optimiza-
tion method. Another approach using DNN is the inverse model, in which optical responses are
taken as inputs while device structures as outputs. Tandem network,24 dimensionality reduction
approaches25,26 and deep convolutional mixture density network27 have been proposed to solve
the issue of on-to-many relations in inverse model. The DNNs discussed above are primarily
employed for the design of empirical device structures with limited DOF. On the other hand,
generative models, such as generative adversarial networks (GAN), have been introduced to gen-
erate counter-intuitive irregular devices that exhibit exceptional performance.28 Due to the rapid
development of DNNs in other fields, many state-of-art networks such as Reinforcement learning
have been increasingly employed in the inverse design of integrated photonic devices, showcas-
ing significant potential for achieving high-performance designs.29 All methods mentioned have
been employed for designing different kinds of integrated photonic devices, which can be cat-
egorized into three structures implementations as illustrated in Fig. 1. The empirical structures,
represented by red circles, typically have limited parameters and are always optimized by GA
and PSO methods. The DBS method is employed only for QR-code structure, denoted by green
circles. TO method is employed to generate irregular devices, as shown in yellow circles. In
addition, the application of DNN has not yet been extensively explored in devices with complex
functionalities, such as multiplexing systems, which deserve further investigation.

This article is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a comprehensive overview of inverse
design methods, including the explanation of the principles and basic flow of the algorithms. The
advantages, limitations, and scope of applications of these methods are also discussed. Section 3
focuses on the detailed applications of inverse design methods in various integrated photonic
devices. Recent advances in inverse design methods for specific integrated photonic devices are
summarized to provide a design guideline for designers seeking to explore novel integrated pho-
tonic devices utilizing inverse design approaches. Finally, the conclusion and outlook on future
directions in this field are given in the last section.
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2 Iterative Optimization Method

2.1 Global Search Algorithm
GA as a global search algorithm employs the biological rule of survival-of-the-fittest to search for
global optimal.30 It has been used both in the inverse design of empirical structures and QR-code
structures with different encoding ways of design area. For empirical structures, which have
limited design parameters (such as length, port width, gap width, period, etc.) a vector of the
abstracted parameters is optimized. For QR-code structure, the design area is divided into hun-
dreds of pixels and a binary array representing the structure pixel distribution is generated where
“0” represents one kind of material and “1” represents another. The implementation of GA
method in QR-code structure significantly increases the design FOM which expands the appli-
cation of GA method to more diverse devices. The optimization process of GA method is shown
in Fig. 2(a). After randomly generating populations that represent different individual structures,
the fitness of each individual, which indicates the figure of merit (FOM) is calculated. Then, a
crossover operation is used, mimicking the way chromosomes exchange genetic information as
Fig. 2(b) shows. An integer called “crossover point” is randomly selected to separate the indi-
viduals into upper and down sections and the two sections of two individuals are exchanged.

Fig. 2 Schematic of GA. (a) The optimization process of GA and (b) the crossover operation of GA
algorithm.

Fig. 1 Schematic demonstrating the applications of inverse design methods in different kinds of
integrated photonic devices based on three different structure implementations. The empirical
structure, QR-code structure and irregular structure are donated by red, green, and yellow circles,
respectively.
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Next, mutation operation is conducted to mimic the biological mutation which allows for the
exploration of other design space. Several parameters of individuals are changed randomly.
The selection of next generation is conducted after mutation. The loop of these operations iterates
until convergence is achieved.

PSO is another global search algorithm inspired by the social behaviors like foraging of bird
flock which has been widely applied to photonic devices optimization.8 In PSO process, particles
are initialized at random positions with random velocities in the whole parameter space. Each
particle represents one device structure. A designer defined FOM is used to evaluate the positions
of each particle. The best position is defined as the best previous position PPm and the best
position during the whole iterations is defined as global positionG. Then, the position and veloc-
ity of each particle are updated according to the following equations:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;114;604Vkþ1
m ¼ WVk

m þ c1rand1ðPPm − Xk
mÞ þ c2rand2ðG − Xk

mÞ; (1)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;114;562Xkþ1
m ¼ Xk

m þ Vkþ1
m : (2)

The new velocity is impacted by the old velocity, the direction of the best previous position
and the global position. W, called inertial weight determines how much a particle would stay at
the old velocity. Cognitive rate c1 determines the influence of each particle’s previous best posi-
tion. Social rate c2 determines the effect of the global best position searched by the whole particle
swarm. The random integers rand1 and rand2 reflect the unpredictable behavior of the flock.
When the FOM of the global position meets the requirement, the iterations stop. The process
of PSO is shown in Fig. 3(a). To expand the FOM, shape optimization can also be achieved by
PSO using shape segmentation and digitization as Fig. 3(b) shows.31 The conventional
Y-junction power splitter is divided into 13 sections with the same length. PSO was utilized
to optimize the width of the 13 sections for small insertion loss. The splitter geometry is defined
by spline interpolation of these 13 points.

DBS as a brute force searching method has been proven to be suitable for inverse design of
QR-code structure. The device designed by DBS method is discretized into hundreds of pixels.
Each pixel occupies two states: “0” represents SiO2 or “1” represents Si. A pattern of pixel state
distribution is first randomly generated as initial structure. Then, the state of each pixel is alter-
nated. The FOM defined by designer is calculated after one state change. If the FOM is improved,
the updated pixel state is retained. If not, the original pixel state is maintained and the state of next
pixel is alternated. A single iteration is finished until all pixels have undergone a state change.
The iterations continue until the FOM requirement is met. The process of DBS and the way of
pixel state alternating are shown in Fig. 4. The DBS method increases the design FOM from a
few parameters to hundreds of pixels which greatly extend the design of freedom thus improves
the device performance. However, DBS is inefficient because of its brute-force searching

Fig. 3 (a) The optimization process of PSO. (b) Schematic of a Y-junction power splitter and
simulated E-field distribution at 1550 nm wavelength from Ref. 31.
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strategy. A variety of approaches to increase the computational efficiency have been proposed.32

The fabrication process of integrated photonic devices has limitation of smallest feature size. The
size of pixel is the smallest feature size in QR-code structure optimized by DBS which can be
determined by designer according to the fabrication requirement.

2.2 Local Gradient-Based Topology Optimization
As mentioned above, global search algorithms have been adopted to optimize empirical or QR-
code structures with relatively small DOF compared to irregular structures. Irregular structure
segments the design area into pixels as small as 10 or 20 nm which further increasing the DOF.
Larger parameter space is brought by higher DOF to deal with more complicated designs, along
with tremendous computation consumption. For global algorithms, the computation cost
increases exponentially with the rise of variable parameters. Gradient-based methods alleviate
the problem and become efficient solutions to the design of irregular structures with high DOF.
However, one simulation is needed for calculation of gradient of each pixel in design area. The
total calculation time scales up with the number of design parameters. To break the limits of
design parameters, adjoint method has been proposed and applied.33

Actually, adjoint methods have been applied in the optimization problems in many areas
including mechanical engineering,34 aerospace engineering,35 and deep learning techniques.36

In the field of photonic devices, adjoint method has been introduced to design various irregular
structures which are introduced in Sec. 4. Adjoint method enables the calculation of gradient at
each element in the design area with only two numerical simulations. To ensure the accuracy of
the design and improve the overall efficiency of the optimization, an accurate and fast electro-
magnetic (EM) solver for two numerical simulations per iteration is indispensable and signifi-
cant. A simple case can be considered to illustrate adjoint method as Fig. 5(a) shows in Ref. 17.
The objective is to maximize the electric field intensity at a point x0, given a design area in
which we can change the electric permittivity ε at each point x. With the FOM defined as
F ¼ 1

2
jEðx0Þj2, the change of FOM caused by a change of ε at one point x can be illustrated

as δF ≈ Re½Eðx0ÞoldδEðx0Þ�. δEðx0Þ is the change of electric field intensity at x0 triggered by the
change of ε, which can be expressed as δEðx0Þ ¼ Gðx0; xÞpðxÞ. Gðx0; xÞ is the Maxwell Green’s
function relating the electric field and polarization density pðxÞ. The Green function for Maxwell
operator is symmetric: Gðx0; xÞ ¼ Gðx; x0Þ which is the underlying physical basis for realizing
TO method. The change of FOM can be changed to

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;117;146δF ¼ Re½Eðx0ÞoldGðx0; xÞpðxÞ� ¼ Re½Gðx; x0ÞEðx0ÞoldpðxÞ� ¼ EadjointðxÞpðxÞ; (3)

where EadjointðxÞ ¼ Gðx; x0ÞEðx0Þold is the fields of a dipole driven with amplitude Eðx0Þold. In
second adjoint simulation, an electric dipole at x0 with amplitude Eðx0Þold is driven to provide
EadjointðxÞ for all x. Therefore, δF at each point in the design area is now obtained by only two
simulations.

Fig. 4 Optimization process of DBS.
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With adjoint method, gradient-based TO can be utilized to efficiently design irregular struc-
tures with high DOF. As Fig. 5(b) shows, the mapping between design parameters and permit-
tivity distribution is specified and an initial distribution is determined. Then, forward and adjoint
simulations are conducted to calculate the FOM gradient in each pixel of design area. Lastly, the
design parameters are updated according to the gradients applying gradient decent methods. In
TO method, density optimization37 is adopted. Permittivity is operated as a continuous parameter
for gradient computing which results in grayscale structure. For practical device, final optimized
structure must exhibit binary features, so discretization operation is conducted. Multiple methods
have been proposed for design discretization including artificial damping,38 density filters,39 pen-
alty functions,40 and other filters.41

3 Deep Neural Networks

3.1 Forward Model and Inverse Model Based on DNN
DNN has shown its great potential in various fields. In photonics, DNNs have already been
widely used in the design of nano-antennas, optical filters, nano-lens, and metasurfaces.21–23

Forward model and inverse model based on DNN are two different ways contributing to device
design as Fig. 6 shows. Forward model can predict optical responses fast and accurately after
well training which is a great replacement of numerical simulation. It can accelerate the sim-
ulation speed and improve the inverse design efficiency since numerical simulations are the most
time-consuming process in inverse design methods mentioned above. Forward model establishes
a mapping between geometrical parameters and optical responses. A neuron is a basic unit that
multiplies all the inputs by weights and adds them together with bias. The results pass through a
nonlinear activation function. Multiple neurons form a hidden layer and the weights and biases of
each neuron are network parameters to be trained for smaller loss using gradient descent

Fig. 6 The schematic of DNN used for the design of optical devices.

Fig. 5 (a) A simple case of using adjoint method through two simulations per iteration from Ref. 17.
(b) The optimization process of TO based on adjoint method.
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algorithm. The inverse model does not involve inverse design methods above, which realizes the
inverse design of devices only by neural networks. The one-to-many relations make the reali-
zation hard because several geometries may result in similar responses. To solve the issue,
tandem network,24 dimensionality reduction approaches25,26 and deep mixture density network27

have been proposed. Besides, generative models such as GAN are also inverse model which can
generate counter-irregular devices.

The uses of neural networks has unique advantages when a series of devices with similar
functions are required. However, precalculated datasets obtained from numerical simulations are
always required for training, which consumes a lot of computing resources. To increase the data
efficiency of photonic device optimization, physics-assisted NNs can be a promising option that
employ physical knowledge on neural networks to reduce data requirements.42–44 Reinforcement
learning, another booming optimization method, has also been applied in the design of various
photonic devices, because it does not use a precomputed dataset but requires large computing
resources for training networks.45,46

Most of the DNN approaches mentioned above focus on solving the inverse design problem,
another significant area is knowledge discovery that investigates the relation between design and
response and revealing underlying physics insights.21,47 Dimensionality reduction,48 manifold
learning,49 and explainable machine learning50 have been applied to investigate the impact of
input parameters and the importance of constituent parts of a structure with respect to its
response.

4 Inversely Designed Devices

4.1 Optical Coupler
As a basic component of on-chip photon propagation, optical coupler plays an important role in
the compact integration of photonic devices which is widely used in power splitting, wavelength
division multiplexing and polarization separation. The insertion loss, bandwidth and crosstalk of
optical coupler have great impact on the final performance of PICs. To obtain ultra-compact
optical couplers with low loss and wide bandwidth, various inverse design methods have been
adopted. In this section, power splitter, waveguide crossing, optical switch and optical router are
mainly discussed. Optical diode and logical devices are also included in this section. Polarization
beam splitter (PBS) is investigated in the section of polarization modulation devices.

4.1.1 Optical power splitter

Optical power splitter as one of the most basic building blocks of PICs has the function of divid-
ing power. Device size, insertion loss, and bandwidth are always used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of power splitter. To further improve device performance, various inverse design
methods including GA, PSO, DBS, TO, and DNN have been used and the performance of these
power splitters is shown in Table 1.

Yuan et al.51 designed arbitrary ratio splitters using GA method based on QR code structure.
In order to implement GA method, the splitter was regarded as a 25-order matrix, in which each
matrix element is a pixel as shown in Fig. 7(a). The state of a pixel can be alternated between Si
for “1” and air for “0.” This work combined the QR-code structure and GA method by dividing
and encoding the design area to obtain arbitrary ratio splitters with compact footprint and low
excess loss.

With PSO method, an ultra-compact 3 dB power splitter based on Y-junction achieved an
average insertion loss of 0.28� 0.02 dB with footprint of 1.2 × 2 μm.31 As demonstrated in
Fig. 7(b), the Y-junction was divided into 13 sections with the same length and defined by spline
interpolation of these 13 points. The widths of these 13 sections were used as the design param-
eters for PSO method. Shape optimization was realized in this case through shape segmentation
and digitization which expands the design FOM. This scheme has become a paradigm. A tradi-
tional well-behaved device is taken as the initial structure and parameterized for PSO method.
The discrete structure is interpolated when FOM needed to be calculated. The devices inversely
designed by shape optimization using PSO method have large minimum feature size and can be
fabricated by lithography.
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With DBS method, a compact broadband dual-mode 3 dB power splitter was proposed with
average excess loss and crosstalk <1.5 and −20 dB for both TE0 and TE1 modes.52 The inverse
design area is composed of 24 × 24 pixels and each of them was a square of 120 × 120 nmwith a
circular hole of 45 nm radius as shown in Fig. 7(c). The FOMwas defined to reduce insertion loss
and crosstalk. The DBS method completely abandons traditional device structures and uses QR-
code structure. Lu et al.53 designed and fabricated a colorless 3 dB coupler with a near zero loss
imbalance using DBS method. Xie et al.54 demonstrated a compact 3 dB power splitter for TE0,
TE1, and TE2 modes using DBS method. The three-mode power splitter can directly split the
mode multiplexed signals without demultiplexing devices. Xu et al. utilized DBS method to
design 1 × 2 splitters with 1:1, 1:2, and 1:3 split ratios, and a 1 × 3 splitter with the ratio of
1:2:155 while Ma et al.56 proposed arbitrary input 1 × 2 and 1 × 3 power splitters by DBS method
based on symmetric structure. With DBS method, 1 × 2 power splitters with different output
directions were designed and these splitters can be freely assembled to achieve arbitrary-
direction, multi-channel, and ultra-compact power splitters.57

With TO method based on level set method, an ultra-compact Y-splitter with footprints of
2 × 2 μm was optimized to obtain insertion loss of 0.07 dB in simulation as Fig. 7(d) shows.17

The optimal design was obtained within 51 iterations (102 simulations) while a design that has
the same basis reached minimum insertion loss of 0.13 dB using PSO method after 1500 sim-
ulations. An order of magnitude difference in simulation times reflects the unique advantage of
TO which is attributed to the fact that only TO actually utilizes the underlying physical principles
to improve the utilization rate of simulation information. In Ref. 58, a broadband 1 × 3 splitter
has been optimized by TO method and fabricated by EBL which achieved a measured insertion
loss of 0.642 dB over the wavelength range of 1400–1700 nm as Fig. 6(e) shows. Piggott et al.

Table 1 Examples of inversely designed optical power splitters.

Device Structure Method Footprint Fabrication Performance (dB)

3 dB Splitter51 QR-code GA 2.5 × 2.5 μm None IL:0.4 dB, BW: 30 nm

3 dB Splitter31 Y-branch PSO 1.2 × 2 μm 193 nm immersion
lithography

IL: 0.28 ± 0.02 dB,
BW:80 nm

Splitter TE0, TE1
52 QR-code DBS 2.88 × 2.88 μm EBL IL:1.5 dB, CT: −20 dB

BW: 60 nm

3 dB Splitter53 QR-code DBS 2.72 × 2.72 μm EBL IL:0.7 dB, BW: 60 nm

Splitter TE0, TE1, TE2
54 QR-code DBS 4 × 4.5 μm EBL IL:1.5 dB, CT: −15 dB

BW: 40 nm

1 × 2, 1 × 3 Splitter55 QR-code DBS 3.6 × 3.6 μm EBL T: 80%, BW: 30 nm

1 × 2, 1 × 3 Splitter56 QR-code DBS 3.8 μm-wide
regular hexagon

None 1 × 2:IL: 1.5 dB, BW:
100 nm

4.0 μm-wide
regular octagon

1 × 3: IL: 1.9 dB, CT:
−15.5 dB

BW: 100 nm

1 × 2 Splitter57 QR-code DBS 2.4 × 2.4 μm None IL: 0.6 dB, BW: 100 nm

4.32 × 2.4 μm IL: 0.6 dB, BW: 100 nm

2.4 × 3.6 μm IL: 1.2 dB, BW: 100 nm

1 × 2 Splitter17 Irregular TO 2 × 2 μm None IL: 0.07 dB, BW: 100 nm

1 × 3 Splitter58 Irregular TO 3.8 × 2.5 μm EBL IL: 0.642 dB, BW:3 00 nm

1 × 2 Splitter59 QR-code DNN 2.6 × 2.6 μm None T: 90%, BW: 200 nm

1 × 2 Splitter LNOI60 QR-code GA 2.6 × 2.6 μm None IL: 0.2 dB, BW: 35 nm
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eliminated the small features through curvature limiting and prevent the formation of gaps and
bridges through morphological dilation and erosion operations.

DNNs have also been used to predict optical response of power splitters and inverse design
the structures. In Ref. 59, power splitters with various target splitting ratios can be obtained using
trained DNN in a fraction of a second as Fig. 7(f) shows. For forward prediction network, inputs
were two-dimensional 20 × 20 arrays corresponding to the images of QR-code design areas and
output was a vector including 63 spectral data points for transmission and reflection. For inverse
design method, inputs and outputs were exchanged and Bernoulli log-likelihood classifier was
used as loss function so that the inverse design could be treated as a classification problem.

Based on LNOI platform, an ultra-compact power splitter with low loss has been designed
by GA method.60 The device was designed on an LNOI wafer with a 0.6 μm LiNbO3 layer on
2 μm SiO2. QR-code structure was adopted with pixel size of 130 nm × 130 nm to achieve inser-
tion loss as small as 0.2 dB in simulation.

4.1.2 Waveguide crossing

With the rapid development of the silicon photonics, the design and layout of an integrated sys-
tem is becoming complex. The spatial waveguide crossings are inevitable for the large-scale
planar optical interconnect system.61 For waveguide crossings, compact device footprint and
polarization insensitivity are two significant design targets. Insertion loss and crosstalk are mea-
sured to evaluate the device performance. Traditional waveguide crossings realized by multi-
mode interference62 and sub-wavelength gratings63 have achieved low insertion loss and large
crosstalk. However, inverse design methods have been adapted for compact footprint and more
complex functionality such as multi-mode, high port density crossings demonstrated in Table 2.

A compact waveguide crossing has been inversely designed by GA based on 51 × 51 QR-
code structure and fabricated to achieve an insertion loss <0.3 dB and crosstalk ≤35 dB for

Fig. 7 Illustration of inversely designed power splitters. (a) Arbitrary ratio splitters designed by GA
method from Ref. 51. (b) An ultra-compact 3 dB power splitter designed by PSO method from
Ref. 31. (c) A compact broadband dual-mode 3 dB power splitter designed by DBS from
Ref. 52. (d) An ultra-compact Y-splitter designed by TO method based on level-set method from
Ref. 17. (e) A broadband 1 × 3 splitter optimized by TOmethod and fabricated by EBL fromRef. 58.
(f) Power splitters with various target splitting ratios designed by DNN from Ref. 59.
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fundamental TE mode.64 The FOM is a combination of insertion loss and crosstalk for waveguide
crossing. The final optimized design was fabricated by EBL after a fabrication-oriented optimi-
zation step in which the edged were smoothed and the corners were removed as Fig. 8(a) shows.
QR-code structure has also been optimized by PSO method for TE and TM crossing with foot-
prints of 2 × 2 μm.65 A 3 × 3 crossing has been designed with the same footprint to further
extend the functionality. Furthermore, 4 × 4, 5 × 5, and 6 × 6 star crossings demonstrated in
Fig. 8(b) with high port densities have been inversely designed by DBS method and fabricated

Fig. 8 Illustration of inversely designed waveguide crossings, router and switch. (a) A compact
waveguide crossing based on QR-code optimized by GA method from Ref. 64. (b) 4 × 4,
5 × 5, and 6 × 6 star crossings with high port densities designed by DBS and fabricated in
Ref. 66. (c) A three-mode crossing for TE0, TE1, and TE2 mode designed by DBS method from
Ref. 68. (d) TO optimized waveguide crossing from Ref. 69. (e) GA optimized optical router with
ultra small footprint from Ref. 71. (f) Multimode optical switches with hybrid silicon-Ge2Sb2Te5
platform designed by DBS from Ref. 72.

Table 2 Examples of inversely designed waveguide crossing, router, and switch.

Device Structure Method Footprint Fabrication Performance (dB)

TE0 Crossing64 QR-code GA 5 × 5 μm EBL IL: < 0.3 dB, CT: < −35 dB

TE0∕TM0 Crossing65 QR-code PSO 2 × 2 μm None TE: T: 69.1%, CT: −34.4 dB

TM: T: 89.7 %, CT: −84.8 dB

Star Crossing66 QR-code DBS 4 × 4∶7.1 μm EBL IL: 0.75 dB, CT: 22.5 dB

5 × 5∶5.83 μm IL: 0.9 dB, CT: 20 dB

6 × 6∶7.3 μm IL: 1.5 dB, CT: 18 dB

TE0∕TE1 Crossing67 QR-code DBS 4.8 × 4.8 μm EBL IL: 0.6 dB, CT: −24 dB

BW: 60 nm

TE0∕TE1∕TE2
Crossing68

QR-code DBS 8 × 8 μm EBL IL: 0.28 dB, CT: −20 dB

IL: 0.68 dB, CT: −20 dB

IL: 0.82 dB, CT: −20 dB

Crossing69 Irregular TO 3.36 × 3.36 μm None IL: <0.09 dB, CT: < −25.6 dB

Crossing LNOI70 Irregular TO 12 × 12 μm EBL IL: 0.48 dB CT: <36 dB

BW: 100 nm

Router71 QR-code GA 1.4 × 1.8 μm FIB Three ports T: 92%, 98%, 94%

Switch72 QR-code DBS 1.2 × 2.4 μm None IL: <0.8 dB (a-GST)

IL: >17.8 dB (c-GST)
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as Ref. 66 shows. In the mode-division multiplexed photonic circuits, multi-mode crossing is
inevitable. Chang et al.67 proposed and fabricated a compact dual-mode waveguide crossing
designed by DBS method based on multi-mode interferometers (MMI) coupler. Liu et al.68

designed and fabricated a three-mode crossing for TE0, TE1, and TE2 mode using DBS method
to construct a high-density integrated MDM photonic circuit as Fig. 8(c) shows. Apart from QR-
code structure, Ref. 69 shows a crossing of irregular structure designed by TO method which has
low insertion loss of 0.09 dB in simulation shown in Fig. 8(d). In this work, an adaptive pro-
jection method was proposed to solve the issue that TO method generates intermediate relative
permittivity values. Based on LNOI platform, a compact waveguide crossing for TE0 mode has
been inversely designed by TO method and fabricated.70 Inverse design of LNOI-based devices
faces more challenges compared with SOI-based devices due to practical fabrication constraints.
In this work, fabrication constraints of rib structures, minimum feature sizes and etched sidewalls
of LNOI have been considered in the TO method.

An optical router as an essential component for photonic net on chip (NoC) can separate and
assign incident signal to different output ports. In Ref. 71, GA algorithm has been utilized with
FEM to inversely design a broadband three-channel wavelength routers with ultra-small footprint
of 1.4 × 1.8 μm and transmission as high as 98% as Fig. 8(e) shows. The positions and sizes of
several basic structure cells with arbitrary shapes can be changed and optimized to maximize the
output transmissions. The routing can be dynamically controlled via the application of appro-
priate patterns designed using DNNs in Ref. 73. A deep learning tandem network was used to
design arbitrary transmission matrices using patterns of weakly scattering perturbations based on
a multiport multi-mode waveguide.

Another key component of photonic NoC is optical switch, which can transmit or block
optical signal. A multi-mode optical switches with hybrid silicon-Ge2Sb2Te5 platform have been
designed by DBS method demonstrated in Fig. 8(f).72 Compared to other SOI photonic devices
inversely designed by DBS, the pixels in design area have two states of silicon or GST instead of
silicon or air. The design target is minimizing the transmission of output in state of c-GST and
maximizing the transmission of output in state of a-GST. Furthermore, integrated nonlinear opti-
cal switches have been designed by TO method based on different material platforms.74,75

4.1.3 Optical diode

Optical diode that allows asymmetric light transmission is very attractive and useful for various
photonic applications. The function of optical diode can be realized by break the Lorentz sym-
metry condition via spatial symmetry breaking when the functionality is limited to one input
mode. Examples of optical diodes are based on meta-materials,76 photonic crystals,77 and ring
resonators.78 With higher design FOM of inverse design method, optical diodes can be realized
by easier ways. Reference 79 demonstrated two optical diodes for TE and TM polarizations
inversely designed by DBS method which show higher transmission efficiency and extinction
ratio, large bandwidths and small footprint compared to alternatives. The design area is com-
prised of 30 × 30 pixels. The pixel is a square of 100 × 100 nm and the DBS method is used to
maximize forward transmission efficiency and minimize the backward one. Another design of
optical diode has been realized by TO method as Ref. 80 shows, forward transmission of 92.6%
and backward one of 2.8% have been achieved with small footprint of ∼1.2 × 2.4 μm in sim-
ulation. The optical diodes inversely designed show great advantages in device performances and
generality and exhibit functionalities for other input modes due to the generality of inverse design
method (Table 3).

Table 3 Examples of inversely designed optical diodes.

Device Structure Method Footprint Fabrication Performance

Diode79 QR-code DBS 3 × 3 μm FIB TE: F: 62.1%, B: 2.8%

TM: F: 79.8%, B: 10.4%

Diode80 Irregular TO 1.2 × 2.4 μm None Forward: 93.5%, Backward: 3.2%
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4.1.4 Optical logical devices

Optical logic gates based on SOI are believed to become a potential candidate for optical com-
munication networks because of their low power consumption, high response speed, and small
size.81 Instead of schemes such as interferometry,82 MZI83 and semiconductor optical amplifiers
(SOA)84 used for optical logical devices, PSO and TO methods have been proposed to design
optical logical devices. In Ref. 85, multi-objective PSO method has been utilized to design
high-speed and ultra-compact all-optical NOTand AND gates on SOI platform. Four-port device
structures with small footprint of 1.2 × 1.2 μm lead to short respond time <25 ps. Reference 86
demonstrated AND, OR, NAND, and NOT logic gates on SOI platform by a multi-objective TO
method. To design logic gate with multiple targets, subobjectives for each logic operation have
been defined and summed. The footprint of each gate is ultracompact as small as 2.4 × 2.4 μm
(Table 4).

4.2 Spectral Modulation Devices
Spectral modulation devices including band-pass filters, narrow-band filters and wideband
reflectors have many application scenarios in PICs, such as filtering of specific spectral wave-
lengths and wavelength multiplexing. Traditional on-chip spectral modulation devices based on
microcavity, arrayed waveguide gratings (AWG) or other structures occupy large footprints. In
this section, filters and reflectors with small footprints inversely designed by GA method are
discussed.

4.2.1 Optical photonic filters

For optical filters on SOI platforms, inverse design methods have been used to engineer index
distribution to modulate transmission spectra. A compact and scalable longpass filter was
designed and fabricated to block light transmission in the stop band using GA method.87

Light can pass through with a low insertion loss of 0.28 dB in the pass band. The photonic filter
was based on SOI platform and inversely designed by two step GA algorithm. The QR-code
structure consists of 51 × 51 pixels was optimized first by GA method and then the pixel pattern
layout was adjusted slightly. In addition, the product of transmission rate in the pass band reflec-
tion rate in the stop band was set as the objective functions for optimization, which provides a
solution to multiobjective optimization problems.

4.2.2 Optical reflector

Optical reflectors as an important component in integrated photonics are inevitable in laser
cavities88 and attenuators.89 Distributed Bragg reflectors as widely used optical reflectors usually
has large footprints.90 For high-density on-chip integration, optical reflectors with small footprints
are needed to be designed and fabricated. GA algorithm has been adopted to inversely design
an ultracompact reflector with reflectivity higher than 97% and 1 dB bandwidth of 200 nm on
SOI platform.91 The QR-code structure optimized was divided into 18 × 18 pixels with size of
120 × 120 nm which can be fabricated by EBL. With high reflectivity reflector, FP cavities with
high-quality factors have also been fabricate (Table 5).

4.3 Polarization Modulation Devices
The SOIs platform provides a promising way of realizing high-density silicon photonic devices
integration. However, the materials system with high refractive index contrast trigger highly

Table 4 Examples of inversely designed optical logical devices.

Device Structure Method Footprint Fabrication Performance (dB)

Logic85 QR-code PSO 1.2 × 1.2 μm None NOT AND

Logic86 Irregular TO 2.4 × 2.4 μm None AND OR NAND NOT
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polarization-dependent performance of silicon photonic devices. A great solution to this issue is
to use devices that can separately modulate different polarizations. Therefore, two passive on-
chip polarization modulation devices including PBS and polarization rotator (PR) are of great
significance for polarization multiplexing. Almost all of the inverse design methods have been
conducted for PBS and PR due to their importance which are discussed in this section.

4.3.1 Polarization beam splitter

As a significant component to separate two polarizations, different device structures have been
demonstrated and fabricated for the realization of PBS including MMIs,92,93 Mach–Zehnder
interferometers (MZIs),94 grating structures,95,96 and directional couplers (DCs).97,98 The
PBSs based on MMIs, MZIs and grating structures achieve high polarization extinction ratio,
but their footprints are large. DCs have been the most promising traditional structures for PBS
devices for their compact sizes and easy fabrication process.99 Since the traditional DCs have
already achieved great performance, one type of inverse design solution is to fine-tune the DCs
structure to further enhance performance without changing the overall implementation. Based on
symmetric DCs, an ultrabroadband PBS using GA method has been presented to achieve inser-
tion losses of 0.14 and 0.58 dB for TE and TMmodes.100 The optimized parameters were defined
as the widths of and gaps between two waveguides at each section as shown in Fig. 9(a). Based
on asymmetric DCs, PSO methods have been adopted to optimize the taper structure in the cou-
pling region, which has the most important impact on final performance.101,103 The taper in
Ref. 101 was segmented into 10 sections and the width of each section was defined as design
parameters. The optimized PBS was fabricated to achieve a low insertion loss of 0.5 dB and high
PER over 16.68 dB with small coupling length of 5 μm demonstrated in Fig 9(b).

Table 5 Examples of inversely designed optical filter and reflector.

Device Structure Method Footprint Fabrication Performance (dB)

Filter87 QR-code GA 5.1 × 5.1 μm EBL IL: 0.28, Blocked T: 25 dB

Reflector91 QR-code GA 2.16 × 2.16 μm EBL Reflectivity: >95%

BW: 200 nm

Fig. 9 Illustration of inversely designed PBSs. (a) A broadband PBS designed by GA based on
symmetric DCs from Ref. 100. (b) PSO optimized PBS from Ref. 101. (c) A PBS with ultra-compact
footprint designed by DBS and fabricated in Ref. 15. (d) PBS with footprint of 1.4 × 1.4 μm opti-
mized by TO method in Ref. 102.
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To further reduce device size, DBS and TO methods have been proposed, which aban-
doned traditional structures. With DBS method on QR-code structure, a PBS with a footprint
of 2.4 × 2.4 μm has been designed and fabricated which is much smaller than traditional DCs
structure shown in Fig. 9(c).15 Frandsen et al. further decreased PBS device size to
1.4 × 1.4 μm with insertion loss lower than 0.82 and 2.1 dB and PERs better than 12 and
15 dB for TE and TM polarizations using TO method shown in Fig. 9(d).102 Frandsen also
illustrated the trade-off between device size and performance. When using TO method, it is
possible to control the device sizes to meet the requirement of device performance and inte-
gration density (Table 6).

4.3.2 Polarization rotator

As a key component of polarization diversity circuits, PRs have been widely investigated to
rotate polarization from fundamental transverse electric mode to the fundamental transverse mag-
netic mode on-chip. Multiple structures have been attempted including DCs,104,105 subwave-
length gratings106 and double-stair waveguides.107 Inverse design methods have been used to
enlarge device bandwidth and reduce device footprint.

GA method has been used to design PR in Ref. 108. Two mode converters TE0 − TE1 and
TE1 − TM0 were optimized first and then the combination of them was optimized using GA
method based on QR-code structure. The fabricated devices are shown in Fig. 10(a). Guan
et al.109 demonstrated a compact PR designed by PSO method based on a bilevel-tapered
TM0-to-TE1-mode converter and a novel TE1-to-TE0-mode converter shown in Fig. 10(b).
Mode coupling scheme were conducted in these two cases. The TE0 mode was first converted
to high order mode and then transformed to the TM0 mode. With DBS method, the QR-code
structure was optimized to realize an equivalent asymmetric waveguide cross section, which
excites the two hybridized modes to realize polarization rotation as Fig. 10(c) shows.110 The
QR-code structure can be fabricated in single-step etching, which avoids the complex fabrication
of asymmetric waveguide. In addition, the significant impact of initial patterns on final optimized
device performances has been investigated. The optimized patterns from manually set initial
patterns obtain higher FOMs than those from random initial patterns over the whole optimization
process, which indicates that manually set initial patterns based on theoretical models can
improve the optimized device performance. Majumder et al.111 and Liu et al.113 have also adopted

Table 6 Examples of inversely designed PBSs.

Device Structure Method Footprint Fabrication Performance

PBS100 Symmetric DC GA L: 50 μm None TE: IL: 0.14 dB, CT: −20.6 dB

TM: IL: 0.58 dB, CT: −16.2 dB

BW: 250 nm

PBS101 Asymmetric DC PSO CL: 5 μm Lithography TE: IL < 0.5 dB, PER > 16.68 dB

TM: IL < 0.46 dB, PER > 17.78 dB

BW: 75 nm

PBS103 Asymmetric DC PSO CL: 15 μm None IL < 1.00 dB, PER > 30.00 dB

BW: 90 nm

PBS15 QR-code DBS 2.4 × 2.4 μm Lithography TE: T > 71%, PER > 11.8 dB

TM: T > 80%, PER > 11.1 dB

PBS102 Irregular TO 1.4 × 1.4 μm EBL TE: IL: 0.82 dB, PER: 12 dB

TM: IL: 2.10 dB, PER: 15 dB

BW: 100 nm
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DBS methods to design and fabricate ultra-compact PR and PSR. The ultracompact PR fabri-
cated by EBL from Ref. 111 is shown in Fig. 10(d). TO methods have also been adopted to
design PR in Refs. 112 and 114. Lebbe et al.112 proposed a novel PR based on multilevel shape
optimization shown in Fig. 10(e). The device shape was modified on two discrete levels along the
etching direction, which led to higher conversion efficiency compared to single level structure
(Table 7).

4.4 Wavelength Multiplexing System
When using silicon photonics, different optical wavelengths can be utilized to carry information
which significantly increases the information transmission bandwidth. In wavelength division
multiplexing systems, wavelength demultiplexer is the key passive device to separate different
wavelength channels. Traditional wavelength demultiplexers such as AWG115 and ring resonator
arrays116 suffer from high insertion loss, limited bandwidth and large footprint. So, inverse design
methods of PSO and TO have been demonstrated to improve the performance of wavelength
demultiplexer.

Ma et al.117 proposed a wavelength demultiplexer based on an adiabatic bent taper and a
multi-mode waveguide optimized by PSO methods shown in Fig. 11(a). Twenty-seven param-
eters were used to characterize the entire device structure and low insertion loss of 0.25 dB was
achieved. The length of the device was 15 μm which is competitive compared with traditional
structures. However, the footprint can be further reduced with higher design FOM using TO
method. Piggott et al.40 experimentally demonstrated an ultra-compact wavelength demultiplexer

Fig. 10 Illustration of inversely designed PRs. (a) GA optimized PR fabricated by EBL in Ref. 108.
(b) A compact PR based on bilevel taper designed by PSO from Ref. 109. (c) A QR-code PR
fabricated in single-step etching designed by DBS in Ref. 110. (d) An ultra-compact PR optimized
by DBS in Ref. 111. (e) A PR based on multilevel tapers designed by TO method in Ref. 112.

Table 7 Examples of inversely designed PRs.

Device Structure Method Footprint Fabrication Performance

PR108 QR-code GA 0.96 × 4.2 μm EBL IL: 2.0 dB, PER: 10.0 dB, BW: 140 nm

PR109 Bent taper PSO L: 13.5 μm None IL: 0.2 dB, PER: 25.0 dB, BW: 80 nm

PR110 QR-code DBS 1.2 × 7.2 μm EBL IL: 0.7 dB, PER: 19.00 dB, BW: 60 nm

PR111 QR-code DBS 1.2 × 5 μm EBL T: 37%, PER: 9 dB, BW: 40 nm

PSR113 QR-code DBS 2.4 × 7.92 μm EBL IL: 1 dB, PER: 20 dB, BW: 100 nm

PR114 Irregular TO 1.2 × 7 μm None IL: 0.82 dB, CT < −18 dB, BW: 100 nm

PR112 Irregular TO 1 × 6 μm None IL: 0.33 dB, PER: 30 dB, BW: 100 nm
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with footprint of 2.8 × 2.8 μm using TO method shown in Fig. 11(b). In this work, the tracted
tremendous interest fobjective first method combined with steepest decent method was adopted.
The designed wavelength multiplexer reached low loss of 2 dB and wide bandwidth over
100 nm with smallest footprint ever reported. Reference 118 proposed a compact three-channel
wavelength demultiplexer to separate 1500, 1540, and 1580 nm light using TO method based on
level-set method. To fabricate the devices successfully, a minimum radius of curvature constraint
and a minimum gap constraint are applied to avoid small feature size. The curvature constraint
was realized by periodically moving structure boundary under the curvature constraint level-set
equation. Morphological dilation and erosion operations were adopted to realize gap constraint.
After these operations, the optimized wavelength demultiplexer with ultra-small footprints of
5.5 × 4.5 μm was fabricated successfully shown in Fig. 11(c). Han et al.119 designed a four-
channel wavelength demultiplexer with compact footprint using objective-first (OB-1) method
as demonstrated in Fig. 11(d). Based on SiN platform, a four-channel wavelength multiplexer
with 30 nm channel spacing has been designed by TO method to achieve high transmission with
small footprint (Table 8).120

Fig. 11 Illustration of inversely designed wavelength demultiplexer. (a) A wavelength demulti-
plexer based on an adiabatic bent taper and a multi-mode waveguide optimized by PSO methods
in Ref. 117. (b) A wavelength demultiplexer with footprint of 2.8 × 2.8 μm optimized by TO method
fromRef. 40. (c) A three-channel wavelength multiplexer optimized by TOmethod and fabricated in
Ref. 118. (d) A four-channel wavelength multiplexer optimized by OB-1 method in Ref. 119.

Table 8 Examples of inversely designed wavelength demultiplexers.

Device Structure Method Footprint Fabrication Performance

1310/1550 nm117 MMI PSO 2 × 15 μm None IL: 0.25 dB, CT: −20.00 dB

BW: 90 nm

1300/1550 nm40 Irregular TO 2.8 × 2.8 μm EBL IL: 2.00 dB, CT: −11.00 dB
BW: 100 nm

1500/1540/1580 nm118 Irregular TO 5.5 × 4.5 μm EBL IL: 2.29 dB, CT: −10.7 dB

1453/1511/1576/1639 nm119 Irregular TO 2.4 × 8.4 μm None IL: 1.87 dB, 2.10 dB, 1.68 dB,
1.74 dB

CT: −14 dB, −13.2 dB,
−13.7 dB, −16.1 dB

1490/1520/1550/1580 nm120 Irregular TO 6 × 6 μm None IL: 0.5 dB, 0.1 dB, 0.1 dB,
0.1 dB

CT: −15 dB, −13.5 dB, −13 dB,
−12 dB
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4.5 Mode Multiplexing System
To meet the higher capacity requirements of on-chip PICs, mode division multiplexing has
attracted tremendous interest because that it uses different optical modes as independent channels
to transfer information, which can be combined with wavelength multiplexing to further expand
data capacity.121 To realize mode multiplexing system, various mode-related devices have been
investigated such as multimode bends,122 multimode crossings,123 mode converters, and mode
demultiplexers. Among them, mode converter and demultiplexer are two key components that
have been inversely designed by various methods.

4.5.1 Mode converter

Many traditional structures have been adopted for mode converter including DC,124 subwave-
length gratings,125 and MZIs.126 Various inverse methods have also been investigated for mode
converters. With adaptive GA method, a group of ultracompact and high-performance mode
converters have been designed.127 The positions and sizes of a series of rectangle nanoapertures
were optimized as Fig. 12(a) shows. Based on an empirical single waveguide taper, the conver-
sion between TE1, TE2, TE3, and TE0 modes was achieved by shape optimization using PSO
method demonstrated in Fig. 12(b).128 The taper was segmented into several sections and the
lengths and width of each section were used as parameters to be optimized, which is the com-
monly used approach to parameterize empirical structures. Guo et al.125 used PSO method to
design mode converters based on bricked subwavelength gratings. DBS methods have also been
applied to design mode converter. Jia et al.129 designed and fabricated a mode exchange device
considering the axisymmetric constraint as shown in Fig. 12(c). A compact mode converter that
can realize conversion from TE0 − TE1 and TM0 − TM1 simultaneously has been demonstrated
experimentally using DBS method demonstrated in Fig. 12(d).130 TO method based on OB-1
method has been utilized to inversely design mode converter in Ref. 19 TE0 − TE1 and TM0 −
TM1 mode converters have been demonstrated with compact device sizes. Another case of TO
method for mode converter was based on photonic crystal shown in Fig. 12(e).131 Based on LNOI
platform, a mode converter for TE0 − TE1 conversion has been designed by TO method, which
achieved a conversion efficiency of 93.46% (Table 9).132

4.5.2 Mode (de)multiplexer

For mode demultiplexer, traditional device structures including asymmetric DCs,124 asymmetric
Y-branches133 and MMIs134 have been reported. DBS method based on asymmetric Y-branch has

Fig. 12 Illustration of inversely designed mode converters. (a) A mode converter structure opti-
mized by adaptive GA in Ref. 127. (b) Mode converters based on single waveguide taper designed
by PSO in Ref. 128. (c) DBS optimized mode converter fabricated by EBL in Ref. 129. (d) A mode
converter which can realize TE0 − TE1 and TM0 − TM1 conversion simultaneously optimized by
DBS in Ref. 130. (e) A photonic crystal-basedmode converter optimized by TOmethod in Ref. 131.
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been implemented to design two modes and a three modes multiplexer, which occupy small
footprints of 2.4 × 3 μm shown in Fig. 13(a).135 In Ref. 136, a four-modes multiplexer together
with a multi-mode splitter have been designed by DBS and fabricated to realize an ultracompact
mode division multiplexed PIC with footprints of 88 × 25 μm. In Ref. 137, a four-modes multi-
plexer has been demonstrated based on QR-code structure optimized by DBS. Two four-mode

Fig. 13 Illustration of inversely designed mode (de)multiplexers. (a) DBS optimized three-modes
multiplexer fabricated by EBL in Ref. 135. (b) A four-mode multiplexer together with a multi-mode
splitter designed by DBSmethod in Ref. 136. (c) A four-mode multiplexer based on QR-code struc-
ture optimized by DBS method from Ref. 137. (d) TO optimized two-channel multiplexer in Ref. 58.

Table 9 Examples of inversely designed mode converters.

Device Structure Method Footprint Fabrication Performance (dB)

TE0 − TE1 Rectangle
apertures127

GA 1.8 × 2.2 μm None IL: 0.48 dB, CT: −16.9 dB

TE0 − TE2 IL: 0.43 dB, CT: −15 dB

TE0 − TE3 IL∶1.4 dB;CT∶ − 13 dB

TE0 − TE4 IL: 1.92 dB, CT: −10.9 dB

TE1 − TE0 Taper128 PSO 4 × 35 μm None IL: 0.061 dB

TE2 − TE0 IL: 0.052 dB

IL: 0.110 dBTE3 − TE0

TE0 − TE1 SWG Taper125 PSO 9.39 μm None IL < 1.0 dB

TE0 − TE2 11.27 μm CT < −15 dB

TE0 − TE1 QR-code129 DBS 4 × 1.6 μm EBL T: 63%

TE0 − TE1 QR-code130 DBS 4 × 1.6 μm EBL IL: 2.3 dB CT: −13.7 dB

TM0 − TM1 IL: 1.4 dB CT: −11.8 dB

TE0 − TE1 Irregular19 TO 1.6 × 2.4 μm None T: 86.4%

TM0 − TM1 T: 76.9%

TE0 − TE1 Irregular131 TO 6.3 × 3.6 μm EBL IL: 2 dB, ER: 21 dB

BW: 43 nm

TE0 − TE1 Irregular132 TO 8 × 3.6 μm None T: 93.46%

LNOI
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multiplexers are shown in Figs. 13(b) and 13(c). Reference 58 demonstrated a multiplexer of TE0

and TE1 mode designed by TO algorithm, which reached an average insertion loss of 1.0 dB over
broad wavelength from 1500 to 1600 nm. The designed device is shown in Fig. 13(d). Based on
LNOI platform, a mode multiplexer of TE0 and TE1 mode has been designed by TO method and
fabricated in Ref. 70 (Table 10).

5 Comparison of Inverse Design Methods
We have discussed various integrated photonic devices obtained by different inverse design
methods in the above subsections. As iterative optimization methods, both GA and PSO algo-
rithms provide more efficient optimization strategies than traditional parameter sweeping, which
can help to find the optimal structures in the parameter space faster. However, they rely on pro-
found prior knowledge about the devices to be designed. The empirical initial structures and the
key parameters that determine the device performance need to be known. So, the two methods are
suitable for the design of those devices, which already have empirical structures with good per-
formance such as 3 dB splitter based on y-branch, PBS based on symmetric DC and wavelength
multiplexer based on MMI mentioned above. The devices based on empirical structure optimized
by GA and PSO have small DOF and the final optimization result largely depends on the quality
of the prior model. Fortunately, these methods are robust to manufacturing errors, because fine-
tuning of empirical structures does not produce small feature structures that are difficult to be
fabricated.

Compared to GA and PSO, DBS provides a method to segment the design domain into QR
codes to improve the design DOF, but it adopts a brute force search optimization strategy, which
is similar to parameter scanning. Because of much higher DOF, the devices designed by DBS can
reach better performance with small footprints. However, the brute force search optimization
strategy of DBS is inefficient and time-consuming because each structural update changes only
one QR-code state and one forward simulation is needed. To reduce the optimization time, it is
impossible for DBS methods to search the entire parameter space. The iteration is always early
stopped when the set performance requirements are met. This is a trade-off that has to be made
between device performance and optimization time. For optimization based on QR-code, ran-
dom-generated and different initial structures are optimized to achieve best device performance.52

Initial structure based on a prior physical model is not necessary, but it significantly contribute to
the fast convergence of global optimizations and the achievement of optimal device. For QR-
code structure, the minimum feature size is the diameter of the design unit which is set at the
beginning of the optimization. The diameter is generally designed over 80 nm to ensure that the

Table 10 Examples of inversely designed mode (de)multiplexers.

Device Structure Method Footprint Fabrication Performance

TE0, TE1 QR-code135 DBS 2.4 × 3 μm None IL < 1.00 dB, CT < −24.0 dB

TE0, TE1, TE2 3.6 × 4.8 μm IL < 2.50 dB, CT < −19.0 dB

TE0, TE1, QR-code136 DBS 6.8 × 6 μm EBL IL < 1.40 dB, CT < −15.0 dB

TM0, TM1 BW: 40 nm

TE0, TE1, QR-code137 DBS 5.4 × 6 μm EBL IL < 1.50 dB, CT < −14.6 dB

TE2, TE3 BW: 60 nm

TE0, TE1 Irregular58 TO 3.55 × 2.55 μm Photolithography IL < 1.00 dB, CT < −15.6 dB

BW: 100 nm

TE0, TE1 Irregular70 TO 12 × 12 μm EBL IL < 1.5 dB, CT < −15.8 dB

LNOI BW: 80 nm
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device can be manufactured, but the fabrication of holes with small diameters still introduces
manufacturing error and device performance deterioration.

The TO algorithm further expands the DOF and improves the optimization efficiency. The
trade-off is the possibility of producing structures of small feature sizes that are difficult to be
manufactured. Compared to DBS method, TO method can significantly increase optimization
efficiency using adjoint method based on the symmetry of Green’s function. Only two simu-
lations are needed in each iteration to calculate the gradient of each small pixel of design domain.
The high DOF and fast optimization time make TOmethod promising for the design of integrated
photonic devices with complicated functions. The wavelength multiplexers and mode multi-
plexers have been designed using TO method mentioned above. However, inappropriate initial
structures may lead to undesired local optimal, since TO method is inherently gradient-based.
When compact devices with complicated functionality are optimized, the optimization may not
converge. Optimization of multiple random initial structures is a solution, but it increases the
overall time and computational cost of one device design. OB-1 algorithm has been proposed
to solve the problem.19 The design objectives are forced to be satisfied when Maxwell’s equa-
tions are allowed to be violated. Then, alternating directions method of multipliers algorithm is
used to minimize the physics residual.18 Besides, several advanced gradient optimizers such as
sequential least squares programming138 and method of moving asymptotes139 can also be effec-
tive solutions. Furthermore, some researchers combine TO algorithm with machine learning to
push the optimization out of its local optimal.140 In addition, since the TO algorithm generates
very small features and their sizes are different, how to improve its robustness to manufacturing
errors has been extensively studied which is discussed in Sec. 6.

In addition to that iterative optimization method, DNNs have also been utilized in the inverse
design of integrated photonic devices. The advantage of DNNs is that when a neural network is
trained, it can generate a series of structures with similar functions but different targets quickly
and easily. As the splitters mentioned in Sec. 4.4.1, structures of splitters with different splitting
ratios can be generated by trained neural networks very fast. For other methods, each splitter with
different splitting ratio needs a completely new optimization. However, an extra step of obtaining
training dataset is needed for DNN compared to iterative optimization and it can be time-
consuming. So, gradient-based methods would be a better option compared to DNN in cases
where device with one specific target is required. However, reinforcement learning can be a great
option in this case because it does not utilize a precomputed dataset but requires large computing
resources for training networks.

The application between machine learning and PICs is interactive. Machine learning has
been utilized for the design of integrated photonic devices as mentioned above. In the opposite
direction, building neural networks on the platform of PICs holds the potential to address the
computational demands of machine learning. This is due to the high-speed transmission and high
energy efficiency of photons. Recently, multiple attempts have been made to realize all-optical
DNN. Matrix multiplication and addition can be implemented fast and in parallel due to the
noninteracting of photons. The optical nonlinearities can be used to realize the nonlinear func-
tionality of NNs. This class of method to realize all-optical DNN always relies on hundreds of
photonic components such as MZIs and phase-change materials.141–143 However, the complexity
of such approaches increases rapidly when the neural networks scale up. So, diffractive all-
optical neural networks have been proposed to achieves the functionality of neural networks
by analogously transmitting information through the diffraction of light in layered
structures.144–146 The complex functional devices in all-optical neural networks rely on inverse
design methods mentioned above. In the future, the efficiency of inverse design can also be
further improved in all-optical neural networks.

6 Conclusion and Outlook
Inverse design methods provide a highly efficient approach to search the parameter space and
maximize the theoretical performance of integrated photonic devices. In this article, we present a
comprehensive summary of recent advancements in integrated photonic devices achieved
through the utilization of inverse design methods, including iterative optimization methods and
DNNs. The principles and workflows of GA, PSO, DBS, and TO have been introduced.
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Moreover, we present an overview of the application of these methods to specific integrated
photonic devices, including optical couplers, MDM devices, WDM devices, and other relevant
devices. We list the device performances achieved by different inverse design methods for each
specific device type.

Inverse design methods have already been implemented to design microwave devices and
magnonic devices.147–149 The achievements in these areas serve as valuable references and can be
adapted for the design of integrated photonic devices. In addition, the future holds great promise
for leveraging inverse design to enhance the performance of active devices. By employing
inverse design methods, we can unlock the full potential of active devices and push the boun-
daries of their performance. This approach enables us to optimize the intricate parameters and
configurations of these devices, leading to improved efficiency, enhanced functionality, and
higher levels of integration. The ability to tailor the design of active devices such as modulators,
lasers, and isolators through inverse design provide exciting opportunities for advancing optical
systems and enabling novel applications.150

As inverse design plays an increasingly important role in the design of various kinds of
optical devices, several issues need to be considered. One major concern is the fabrication chal-
lenges associated with inversely designed devices, which often exhibit small feature sizes and
irregular-shaped structures that are difficult to fabricate in commercial semiconductor foundries.
Currently, most of inversely designed integrated photonic devices are fabricated by high-
resolution EBL or FIB techniques, which are costly, time-consuming, and not suitable for mass
production in industry. Fortunately, the 12-inch silicon photonics technology at advanced proc-
ess nodes (typically 40–65 nm) has been developed and made available for fabless companies,
opening the possibility of inverse design methodologies adapted in commercial foundries. The
integration of inverse design methodologies with commercial fabrication processes conditions
holds the potential to address the challenges associated the mass production of inversely
designed devices. Several approaches have been proposed to integrated the fabrication con-
straints in foundries for inversed design of photonic devices. Convolutional filters followed
by thresholding have been introduced, but they may introduce smaller artifacts.151 Minimum
gap and minimum radius of curvature constraints were introduced by Piggott et al.58 to design
and fabricate a series of devices using 193 nm immersion lithography. Hammond et al.152 pro-
posed a TO method that incorporates constraints on minimum linewidth, linespacing, curvature,
area, and enclosed-area “design rule check” constraints. Schubert et al.153 introduced a novel
method that combines a conditional generator that initialize binary states to occupy full design
area and a straight-through gradient estimator for each single state while the optimization loop is
turned on, ensuring that the designed devices satisfy stringent length scale constraints. These
strategies aim to enable the fabrication of devices in commercial foundries by incorporating strict
fabrication constraints into the TO process. The goal of inverse design is to fabricate devices in
commercial foundries while the design FOM is maintaining. However, achieving this goal
remains a pressing challenge for the widespread application of inversely designed integrated
photonic devices in large-scale scenarios.

Another exciting topic in this field is the combination of different optimization methods in
the inverse design of integrated photonic devices, particularly the integration of DNN with iter-
ative optimization schemes. The use of DNNs for fast prediction of optical responses can replace
the computationally expensive numerical simulations during the iterative optimization process.
The combination of DNNs and GAs has been applied for the design of integrated photonic
devices.154 However, the application of deep learning in integrated photonic devices is currently
limited to forward prediction of optical responses.155,156 Furthermore, other successful techniques
from various fields, such as Tandem network,24 reinforcement learning29 and generative
model.28,157 These techniques have demonstrated success in other domains and offer promising
avenues for advancing the field of integrated photonic device design through inverse design
methodologies.
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